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The story of The First Formic War continues in Earth Awakens.Nearly 100 years before the
events of Orson Scott Card's bestselling novel Ender's Game, humans were just beginning to
step off Earth and out into the Solar System. A thin web of ships in both asteroid belts; a few
stations; a corporate settlement on Luna. No one had seen any sign of other space-faring races;
everyone expected that First Contact, if it came, would happen in the future, in the empty
reaches between the stars. Then a young navigator on a distant mining ship saw something
moving too fast, heading directly for our sun.When the alien ship screamed through the solar
system, it disrupted communications between the far-flung human mining ships and supply
stations, and between them and Earth. So Earth and Luna were unaware that they had been
invaded until the ship pulled into Earth orbit, and began landing terra-forming crews in China.
Politics and pride slowed the response on Earth, and on Luna, corporate power struggles
seemed more urgent than distant deaths. But there are a few men and women who see that if
Earth doesn't wake up and pull together, the planet could be lost.THE ENDER UNIVERSEEnder
seriesEnder’s Game / Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile /
Children of the FleetEnder’s Shadow seriesEnder’s Shadow / Shadow of the Hegemon /
Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in FlightThe First Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston)Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth AwakensThe Second Formic War (with Aaron
Johnston)The Swarm / The HiveEnder novellasA War of Gifts / First Meetings

“The sections that feature highly intelligent, self-reliant children--Card's trademark--are as
excellent as ever; elsewhere there's plenty of solid action, well-developed characters....Another
solidly engrossing installment, where the aliens are really just a sideshow: What we're
witnessing is how and why Ender's child armies came to be.” ―Kirkus Reviews on Earth
Afire“While the reader knows who wins the war, the fate of the engaging characters in this story
is up in the air. Thirty-five years after he introduced Ender to the world, it's great to see that
Orson Scott Card is still making magic in this imaginative world.” ―New York Journal of Books on
Earth Afire“The pacing and the vivid action scenes will satisfy hard-core military-SF buffs. At the
same time, the characters and the ethical foundations under them are at the high level we have
come to associate with Card. Laying their own foundations under Card's Ender Wiggins saga,
the Formic Wars promise to add to Card's already high reputation and to his collaborator's as
well.” ―Booklist, starred review on Earth Afire“Card and Johnston explore human ignorance and
compassion through a tapestry of galactic warfare in the second volume of the Formic Wars
trilogy.... Social upheavals and political ineptitude are realized through rich characterization and
brisk action.” ―Publishers Weekly on Earth AfireAbout the AuthorOrson Scott Card is best
known for his science fiction novel Ender's Game and its many sequels that expand the Ender



Universe into the far future and the near past. Those books are organized into the Ender Saga,
which chronicles the life of Ender Wiggin; the Shadow Series, which follows on the novel Ender's
Shadow and is set on Earth; and the Formic Wars series, written with co-author Aaron Johnston,
which tells of the terrible first contact between humans and the alien "Buggers." Card has been a
working writer since the 1970s. Beginning with dozens of plays and musical comedies produced
in the 1960s and 70s, Card's first published fiction appeared in 1977--the short story "Gert
Fram" in the July issue of The Ensign, and the novelette version of "Ender's Game" in the August
issue of Analog. The novel-length version of Ender's Game, published in 1984 and continuously
in print since then, became the basis of the 2013 film, starring Asa Butterfield, Harrison Ford,
Ben Kingsley, Hailee Steinfeld, Viola Davis, and Abigail Breslin.Card was born in Washington
state, and grew up in California, Arizona, and Utah. He served a mission for the LDS Church in
Brazil in the early 1970s. Besides his writing, he runs occasional writers' workshops and directs
plays. He frequently teaches writing and literature courses at Southern Virginia University.He is
the author many science fiction and fantasy novels, including the American frontier fantasy
series "The Tales of Alvin Maker" (beginning with Seventh Son), and stand-alone novels like
Pastwatch and Hart's Hope. He has collaborated with his daughter Emily Card on a manga
series, Laddertop. He has also written contemporary thrillers like Empire and historical novels
like the monumental Saints and the religious novels Sarah and Rachel and Leah. Card's work
also includes the Mithermages books (Lost Gate, Gate Thief), contemporary magical fantasy for
readers both young and old.Card lives in Greensboro, North Carolina, with his wife, Kristine
Allen Card. He and Kristine are the parents of five children and several grandchildren.AARON
JOHNSTON is the coauthor of The New York Times bestselling novels Earth Unaware, Earth
Afire, and other Ender's Game prequel novels. He was also the co-creator and showrunner for
the sci-fi series Extinct, as well as an associate producer on the movie Ender’s Game. He and
his wife are the parents of four children.Stefan Rudnicki is an award winning audiobook narrator,
director and producer. He was born in Poland and now resides in Studio City, California. He has
narrated more than three hundred audiobooks and has participated in over a thousand as a
writer, producer, or director. He is a recipient of multiple Audie Awards and AudioFile Earphones
Awards as well as a Grammy Award, a Bram Stoker Award, and a Ray Bradbury Award. He
received AudioFile’s award for 2008 Best Voice in Science Fiction and Fantasy. Along with a cast
of other narrators, Rudnicki has read a number of Orson Scott Card's best-selling science fiction
novels. He worked extensively with many other science fiction authors, including David Weber
and Ben Bova. In reviewing the twentieth anniversary edition audiobook of Card’s Ender's
Game, Publishers Weekly stated, "Rudnicki, with his lulling, sonorous voice, does a fine job
articulating Ender's inner struggle between the kind, peaceful boy he wants to be and the
savage, violent actions he is frequently forced to take." Rudnicki is also a stage actor and
director.
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paul k, “Good book. I have enjoyed this series, I read Enders game a long time ago and thought
this might be interesting, It was.”

Ebook Library Reader, “excellent +. And of course I've ordered "Swarm" because I still need to
find out what Mazer Hackam did that so inspired the characters in "Enders Game". He was an
inspiring character in this book but there must be more...”

r0k, “I thoroughly enjoyed this book!. I pre-ordered this book but forgot the date it would be
delivered. When it suddenly "showed up" on my Kindle app, I started in on it right away. Within a
few pages, I found myself thoroughly enjoying being immersed in OSC's world where kids can
be military heroes and solve complex problems in international diplomacy. The character I most
enjoyed was surprisingly Lem Jukes. Of course Bingwen and Mazor are near the top of my list
as are anyone they come in frequent contact with. I recommend reading this after reading the
first two books in the First Formic War series: (Earth Unaware and Earth Afire). It's not important
to read the Ender or Shadow series first. In fact, it might even make more sense to read the
Formic Wars series first even though they came out most recently.As I look back, things
developed the way I expected them to from the beginning of the First Formic War trilogy right
through to the formation of the International Fleet in Earth Awakens. It's not clear to me how
much OSC or Aaron Johnston wrote but it is clear OSC put his stamp on this book and it read as
well any of the books in the Ender series or the Shadow series.Spoiler (sort of)...Is it a spoiler
when you already know the Formics are coming back? So now I'm pretty sure there are at least
4 more OSC books in the pipeline. The Second Formic War trilogy which ends with... wait for it...
Mazor Rackham taking out the queen. Then there's that final installment that should tie the
Ender Series and Shadow Series together and explain what happens with that planet that
released the Descolada against the inhabitants of Lusitania.”

David Ecale, “They're getting better, but this one's not all there yet.. This is the third book in the
series, with (I suspect) at least one more coming (more on that in a bit).First, however, with some
analysis of what's really going on with the design of the series. If you look at the "Graphic
Novels" that are being sold, you will see a bit of a trend. The Graphic Novels are actually
compendiums of comic books! These were (I'm speculating here) most likely plotted out by
Orson Scott Card (OSC) and then completed by other contributors. These comic books have
then provided a storyboard for the books that we are seeing on this topic. So, the story is already
out there & the authors & publisher saw a way to re-monetize the story!Second is the fact that it's
now not purely an OSC production, but a collaboration of OSC, the comic book contributors, and
the second name on the books. Therefore, the sequence is being released as the authors can
expand and flesh out the characters.OK. That said, what about this book? Bottom line, it is an
improvement. There is some expansion of the horizons & some better character development.



The military is still ineffective. The politicians are nowhere to be seen. The heroes are all over the
place. And the Bugs are still spraying their version of Roundup!The problems with the book are
fewer than in the previous two books. Here's my take:1) Character titles: The Chinese Captain is
promoted to Major and then still referenced as a Captain.2) The Alien space ship is penetrated
by Victor (who retreats). Later he seems to have a much broader knowledge of the ship than his
initial adventures would explain.3) The space battle physics fails some of the basic tenants of
Newtonian Mechanics. My reference here is Lem Jukes in the dogfight. You just can't maneuver
in space like that. Well, you can, but it would consume a heck of a lot of fuel!I'll give the book a
large grain (no a whole shaker) of salt on many of the technical topics because it is, after all a
science FICTION book.Final note. This isn't a trilogy. More books are to come (reference the last
chapter)! This isn't a spoiler as the setup for this is actually hidden in Ender's Game. This book
doesn't get to the climax/closure explained in Ender's Game.”

Niklas, “Ender saga is becoming complete. The books following Ender's Game has always been
favourite books of mine. The First Formic War series felt like a fresh re-take compared to the last
books published in the original time line, in particular I enjoyed the fist one, Earth Unaware.Earth
Awakens covers how the first Formics were defeated as well as the political games on Earth
leading the coalition against the Formics. The political games are focusing on the driving forces
behind the scene, driving forces that was more of personal motivation than by the need to form
alliances to beat the Formics.Everything is observed trough the eyes of a few main role players
but never through the master minds behind the plans. As a reader one is always aware of the
outcome and the fact that at least Mazer Rackham will survive so the reading is to answer the
questions how and why things turned out the way they did. As usual in the Ender series we are
following the bright and talented persons and as usual the grown-ups are the ones acting
stubborn and narrow minded. I would not recommend the First a Formic War series unless the
reader is familiar with at least Ender's Game and preferable some of the other books in the
Ender series where the political plays in Earth are explained and the reasonings of the
Formics.The surprising thing with the book was that I always kept waiting for the main attack
made by Mazer Rackham but it never came. In the few last pages the explanation came.. There
is still room for another book but I don't see that it really will add anything compared to what is
already known. A few things were left un answered like the fate of Mazer Rackham and Bigwen.”

Bruce, “End of the First War.. It's difficult to talk much about this final instalment of the 1st Formic
War without giving away too many spoilers, but most fans of Orson Scott Card's work will
already know the eventual outcome from reading the "Ender's Game" series of books and from
the film.The interest in this series has been finding out what happens next to all the new
characters created and now well established. So of course we know what happens to Mazer,
although how he came to head the fleet and what experiences prepared him are the subject of
this series. But the other characters, like Victor, his family, Bingwen and the Jukkes etc. are all



now a big part of why this becomes gripping and why you want to carry on reading.This final
instalment is full of cliffhangers and I loved the way you can read it in short chunks with chapters
following the different characters - but often leaving them in trouble. The unifying thread is
Mazer's combat unit who are also well-drawn, but inevitably suffer the most casualties.Apart
from this, we also learn more about the "Formics" and this is one of the most interesting aspects
of this trilogy - we get to discover a species that is completely alien in every way - more
advanced technologically, but also primitive and brutish - unconcerned for individual lives and
with simplistic but effective machines/devices. This is a very good "realisation" of how we would
discover an alien species and come to terms with it.This has been a very enjoyable and well-
paced trilogy and I am looking forward to more! Given that this is called the "First" war, it's no
surprise that while this comes to a very satisfying conclusion and all loose ends are tied up - it
hints at the next phase of the conflict and bigger battles to come. I shall certainly be reading.”

Cosmin Dina, “A not-that-complex grand plan.. I don't know, definitely different from all previous
books (except the fact that thet main character is a small genius boy) .It seems a very boyish
book. you have astronauts, aliens, marines, prince (sry, the son of the biggest corp) , a tough hot
chick, a sensible (probably hot) girl. What it doesn't have from previous books are: politics, evil
genius and a not-that-complex grand plan.”

Patterns of Life, “More Good Stuff.. Another great OSC novel. If you like the Ender's Game
universe, you'll be reading this series too, and this book concludes the trilogy brilliantly. If you
don't know about Ender's Game, read the short story first, than the novel, then its sequels, then
the shadow trilogy or this series... enjoy.”

Reggie Drax, “Immensely Satisfying. Completely satisfying conclusion to the first Formic war
trilogy, a great book and the third of three brilliant additions to the Ender series that any fan will
love.Can't wait for the books on the second invasion! (Which they'd better be writing right now!)”

The book by Michael Connelly has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 953 people have provided feedback.
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